
                               #1 Case________ 

Hello! Congratulations and Welcome Back! 

To fill in these interactive PDF forms 

1. Click inside each text field and type your response.    2. Left click inside each check box to mark that 

box  3.When you are done click file, save as and name it "Your name HHpaperwork", then email it back 

to us by replying to the email we sent it to you with and then uploading it to the email as an attachment. 

Name: _____________________________________                            Date:____________ 

 

Date of Birth: ___________________  Patient ID:____________   Email:_______________ 

Please take a minute and let us know how you are feeling so we can best serve you. 

 

 Location and description of your pain or symptoms:

 __________________________________________________________________________ 

 Is this similar to a previous episode?  Yes      No 

 How long has this episode been bothering you:  ________________________________________ 

 Any recent falls, injuries or hospitalizations?          Yes No 

 If yes, please describe: ____________________________________________________________ 

 _______________________________________________________________________________ 

  

 I have pain/ symptoms with        sleeping        breastfeeding        carrying car seat  

            

       bathing newborn         carrying baby        sitting         standing        exercising 

 

 What makes the condition better?___________________________________________________ 

 

 What makes the condition worse?___________________________________________________ 

 

 Do you have any trouble controlling your bladder?_____________ 

 

 Are you experiencing pain with intercourse/penetration?__________ 

  

 My insurance coverage HAS changed since my last visit.    YES    NO 

 

 If it’s changed, would you please give us your new insurance information? 

 

 Company:  _____________________________________________________________________ 

 Policy Number:  _________________________________________________________________ 

 Employer:  _____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 Have there been any changes in your address/phone number since we saw you last?      YES     NO 

 If yes please type the new information: 

 

What are your goals with your postnatal health?_______________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

What are your postnatal fears/concerns with your health?________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 Thank you! 

 

Signature:_____________________________   Date:_______________________________ 

  Please type your signature 



  

 

                                                  
    

 
 

 

 

 

                                                                      

 
 

 

 
 

Please read carefully:
Instructions: Please type the number that best describes the question being asked.

Note: If you have more than one complaint, please answer each question for each individual complaint and

indicate the score for each complaint. Please indicate your pain level right now, average pain, and pain at 
its best and worst.

Example:
 

   
Headache 4

   
Neck 7

  
Low Back 6

 

No pain_________________________________________________________________Worst Possible Pain 

  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

 

1. What is your pain Right now? 

No pain_________________________________________________________________Worst Possible Pain 

  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

2. What is your TYPICAL or AVERAGE pain? 

No pain_________________________________________________________________Worst Possible Pain 

  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

3. What is your pain AT ITS BEST (How close to “0” does your pain get at its best)? 

No pain_________________________________________________________________Worst Possible Pain 

  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

3. What is your pain AT ITS WORST (How close to “10” does your pain get at its worst)? 

No pain_________________________________________________________________Worst Possible Pain 

  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10                 

 

Name:______________________     Date:___________________________   

Primary Complaint:

Secondary Complaint:

 
 

Type the location and side
of your complaint



Pelvic Floor Impact Questionnaire—short form 7 (PFIQ-7) 

Name______________________ DATE______________ 

DOB______________________ 

Instructions: Some women find that bladder, bowel, or vaginal symptoms affect their 
activities, relationships, and feelings. For each question, check the response that best 
describes how much your activities, relationships, or feelings have been affected by your 
bladder, bowel, or vaginal symptoms or conditions over the last 3 months. Please 
make sure you mark an answer in all 3 columns for each question. 

How do symptoms or conditions in the 
following 
usually affect your 

Bladder or 
urine 

Bowel or 
rectum 

Vagina or 
pelvis 

1. Ability to do household chores (cooking, 
laundry 
housecleaning)? 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 

2. Ability to do physical activities such as 
walking, 
swimming, or other exercise? 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 

3. Entertainment activities such as going to 
a 
movie or concert? 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 

4. Ability to travel by car or bus for a 
distance 
greater than 30 minutes away from home? 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 

5. Participating in social activities outside 
your 
home? 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit
 

6. Emotional health (nervousness, 
depression, 
etc)? 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit

7. Feeling frustrated? □Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 

□Not at all 
□Somewhat 
□Moderately 
□Quite a bit 



VULVAR PAIN FUNCTIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE (V-Q)

These are statements about how your pelvic pain affects your everyday life.  Please check one box for 
each item below, choosing the one that best describes your situation.  Some of the statements deal with 
personal subjects.  These statements are included because they will help your health care provider design 
the best treatment for you and measure your progress during treatment.  Your responses will be kept 
completely confidential at all times.

1. Because of my pelvic pain
 3 I can’t wear tight-fitting clothing like pantyhose that puts any pressure over my painful area.
 2 I can wear closer fitting clothing as long as it only puts a little bit of pressure over my painful 

area.
 1 I can wear whatever I like most of the time, but every now and then I feel pelvic pain caused 

by pressure from my clothing.
 0 I can wear whatever I like; I never have pelvic pain because of clothing.

2. My pelvic pain
 3 Gets worse when I walk, so I can only walk far enough to move around in my house, no 

further. 
 2 Gets worse when I walk.  I can walk a short distance outside the house, but it is very painful to 

walk far enough to get a full load of groceries in a grocery store.
 1 Gets a little worse when I walk.  I can walk far enough to do my errands, like grocery 

shopping, but it would be very painful to walk longer distances for fun or exercise.
 0 My pain does not get worse with walking; I can walk as far as I want to

 0 I have a hard time walking because of another medical problem, but pelvic pain doesn’t make 
it hard to walk.

3. My pelvic pain
 3 Gets worse when I sit, so it hurts too much to sit any longer than 30 minutes at a time.
 2 Gets worse when I sit.  I can sit for longer than 30 minutes at a time, but it is so painful that it 

is difficult to do my job or sit long enough to watch a movie.
 1 Occasionally gets worse when I sit, but most of the time sitting is comfortable.
 0 My pain does not get worse with sitting, I can sit as long as I want to.

 0 I have trouble sitting for very long because of another medical problem, but pelvic pain doesn’t 
make it hard to sit.

4. Because of pain pills I take for my pelvic pain
 3 I am sleepy and I have trouble concentrating at work or while I do housework.
 2 I can concentrate just enough to do my work, but I can’t do more, like go out in the evenings.
 1 I can do all of my work, and go out in the evening if I want, but I feel out of sorts.
 0 I don’t have any problems with the pills that I take for pelvic pain.

 0 I don’t take pain pills for my pelvic pain.

5. Because of my pelvic pain
 3 I have very bad pain when I try to have a bowel movement, and it keeps hurting for at least 5 

minutes after I am finished.
 2 It hurts when I try to have a bowel movement, but the pain goes away when I am finished.
 1 Most of the time it does not hurt when I have a bowel movement, but every now and then it 

does.
 0 It never hurts from my pelvic pain when I have a bowel movement.
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6. Because of my pelvic pain
 3 I don’t get together with my friends or go out to parties or events.
 2 I only get together with my friends or go out to parties or events every now and then.
 1 I usually will go out with friends or to events if I want to, but every now and then I don’t 

because of the pain.
 0 I get together with friends or go to events whenever I want, pelvic pain does not get in the way

7. Because of my pelvic pain
 3 I can’t stand for the doctor to insert the speculum when I go to the gynecologist.
 2 I can stand it when the doctor inserts the speculum if they are very careful, but most of the time 

it really hurts.
 1 It usually doesn’t hurt when the doctor inserts the speculum, but every now and then it does 

hurt.
 0 It never hurts for the doctor to insert the speculum when I go to the gynecologist.

8. Because of my pelvic pain
 3 I cannot use tampons at all, because they make my pain much worse.
 2 I can only use tampons if I put them in very carefully.
 1 It usually doesn’t hurt to use tampons, but occasionally it does hurt.
 0 It never hurts to use tampons.

 0 This question doesn’t apply to me, because I don’t need to use tampons, or I wouldn’t choose 
to use them whether they hurt or not.

9. Because of my pelvic pain
 3 I can’t let my partner put a finger or penis in my vagina during sex at all.
 2 My partner can put a finger or penis in my vagina very carefully, but it still hurts.
 1 It usually doesn’t hurt if my partner puts a finger or penis in my vagina, but every now and 

then it does hurt.
 0 It doesn’t hurt to have my partner put a finger or penis in my vagina at all.

 0 This question does not apply to me because I don’t have a sexual partner.

 0 Specifically, I won’t get involved with a partner because I worry about pelvic pain during sex.

10. Because of my pelvic pain
 3 It hurts too much for my partner to touch me sexually even if the touching doesn’t go in my 

vagina.
 2 My partner can touch me sexually outside the vagina if we are very careful
 1 It doesn’t usually hurt for my partner to touch me sexually outside the vagina, but every now 

and then it does hurt
 0 It never hurts for my partner to touch me sexually outside the vagina

 0 This question does not apply to me because I don’t have a sexual partner.

 0 Specifically, I won’t get involved with a partner because I worry about pelvic pain during sex.

11. Because of my pelvic pain
 3 It is too painful to touch myself for sexual pleasure.
 2 I can touch myself for sexual pleasure if I am very careful.
 1 It usually doesn’t hurt to touch myself for sexual pleasure, but every now and then it does hurt.
 0 It never hurts to touch myself for sexual pleasure.

 0 I don’t touch myself for sexual pleasure, but that is by choice, not because of pelvic pain.

© 2005 Kathie Hummel-Berry, PT, PhD, Kathe Wallace, PT, Hollis Herman MS, PT, OCS
All providers of women's health services are hereby given permission to make unlimited copies for clinical use.
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